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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a new model for the task of scene text visual question answering. In this task
questions about a given image can only be answered by reading and understanding scene text. Current
state of the art models for this task make use of a dual attention mechanism in which one attention
module attends to visual features while the other attends to textual features. A possible issue with this
is that it makes difficult for the model to reason jointly about both modalities. To fix this problem
we propose a new model that is based on an single attention mechanism that attends to multi-modal
features conditioned to the question. The output weights of this attention module over a grid of mul-
ti-modal spatial features are interpreted as the probability that a certain spatial location of the image
contains the answer text to the given question. Our experiments demonstrate competitive performance
in two standard datasets. In particular we outperform previous state of the art by 4% accuracy on the
ST-VQA dataset. Furthermore, we also provide a novel analysis of the ST-VQA dataset based on a
human performance study. Supplementary material, code, and data is made available through this link.

c© 2022 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

For an intelligent agent to answer a question about an im-
age, it needs to understand its content. Depending on the ques-
tion, the visual understanding skills required will vary: ob-
ject/attributes recognition, spatial reasoning, counting, compar-
ing, use of commonsense knowledge, or a combination of any
of them. Reading is another skill that can be of great use for
Visual Question Answering (VQA) and has not been explored
until recently by Biten et al. (2019b) and Singh et al. (2019).

Scene text VQA is the task of answering questions about an
image that can only can be answered by reading/understanding
scene text that is present in it. An interesting property of this
task over standard VQA is that the textual modality is present
both in the question and in the image representations. Thus
the task calls for a different family of composed models using
computer vision (CV) and natural language processing (NLP).

Current state of the art on scene text VQA, Singh et al.
(2019), make use of a dual attention mechanism: one attention
module that attends the image visual features conditioned to the
question, and another that attends to the textual features (OCR
text instances) conditioned to the question. A potential issue
with this is that it makes difficult for the model to reason jointly
about the two modalities, since this can only be done after the
late fusion of the two modules. In this paper we propose a so-

Q: What brand name is on the tent with the blue stripe? A: COLUMBIA

Fig. 1. Answering scene text visual questions requires reasoning about the
visual and textual information. Our model is based on an attention mech-
anism that jointly attends to visual and textual features of the image.

lution to this problem, by using a single attention module that
attends to multi-modal features as shown in Figures 1 and 2.

For that we construct a grid of multi-modal features by con-
catenation of convolutional features and a spatial aware ar-
rangement of word embeddings, so that the resulting grid com-
bines the features of the two modalities at each spatial loca-
tion (cell). Then we use an attention module that attends to the
multi-modal spatial features conditioned to the question. The
output weights of this attention module are interpreted as the
probability that a certain spatial location (grid cell) of the im-
age contains the answer to the given question.

It is worth noting that with such an approach we somehow

https://github.com/lluisgomez/ST-VQA_Loc
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recast the problem of scene text VQA as an answer localiza-
tion task: given an image and question our model localizes the
bounding box of the answer text instance. In this sense the ar-
chitecture of our model is similar to one-stage object detectors,
e.g. Redmon et al. (2016) and Liu et al. (2016), but condition-
ing their output to a given question in natural language form
through an attention layer. This idea also directly links with the
pointer networks proposed by Vinyals et al. (2015) and used
in Singh et al. (2019), but distinctly to these works, we have a
fixed input-output space: the number of grid cells.

Another important difference of our model with current state
of the art in both standard VQA and scene text VQA is that
we use grid based features for encoding the image, while most
current models make use of region based features as in Ander-
son et al. (2018). Although our motivation here is our belief
that visual and textual features must be fused together main-
taining their spatial co-relation, this has also other benefits, as
the whole model is simplified and the times for training and
inference are highly reduced.

The summary of the contributions of this paper is as follows:

• We identify a problem with the dual attention mechanisms
used in current state of the art for scene text VQA.

• We propose a new model for fixing this problem.

• We demonstrate that grid visual features from a pre-trained
one-stage object detector is a good alternative to bottom-
up region based features for this task.

• Our model is faster that previous state of the art in both
training and inference.

• We outperform the state of the art by 4% accuracy on the
ST-VQA dataset.

• We provide extensive experimental results, a thorough ab-
lation study of our model, and a novel human performance
analysis on the ST-VQA dataset.

2. Related Work

Scene text visual question answering has been proposed re-
cently with the appearance of two datasets, TextVQA by Singh
et al. (2019) and ST-VQA by Biten et al. (2019b).

Along with the ST-VQA dataset, Biten et al. (2019b) pre-
sented a baseline analysis including standard VQA models by
Kazemi and Elqursh (2017) and Yang et al. (2016), and a vari-
ation of those models in which image features where concate-
nated with a text representation obtained with a scene text re-
trieval model Gómez et al. (2018) that produces a PHOC rep-
resentation on its output. Our model takes inspiration from this
concatenation of visual and textual features along the spatial
dimensions, but we replace the PHOC structural descriptor by
semantic word embeddings.

Biten et al. (2019a) organized the ICDAR 2019 Competi-
tion on Scene Text Visual Question Answering, in which a total
of seven teams evaluated their models on the ST-VQA dataset.
The winner entry (VTA) was based on the Bottom-Up and Top-
Down VQA model by Anderson et al. (2018) but the textual
branch was enhanced with BERT word embeddings, Devlin

et al. (2019), of both questions and text instances extracted with
an off-the-shelf OCR system.

Mishra et al. (2019) presented a model that represents ques-
tions using a BLSTM, images using a pretrained CNN, and
OCRed text with their average word2vec representations. They
encode each OCRed text block (a group of text tokens) using its
coordinate positions, and a semantic tag provided by a named
entity recognition model. All these features are concatenated
and fed into a MLP network that predicts an answer from a fixed
vocabulary (including “yes”, “no”, and 32 predefined book gen-
res) or from one of the OCRed text blocks.

On the Text-VQA side, Singh et al. (2019) proposed the
Look, Read, Reason & Answer (LoRRA) method, that extends
the well known framework for VQA of Singh et al. (2018) by
allowing to copy an OCR token (text instance) from the image
as the answer. For this they apply an attention mechanism, con-
ditioned on the question, over all the text instances provided by
the OCR model of Borisyuk et al. (2018), and include the OCR
token indices as a dynamic vocabulary in the answer classifier’s
output space. The model uses two attention modules, one at-
tends the visual features and the other attends to textual fea-
tures, both conditioned on the question. After that the weighted
average over the visual and textual features are concatenated
and go through a two-layer feed-forward network which pre-
dicts the binary probabilities as logits for each answer.

Singh et al. (2019) have also organized the TextVQA Chal-
lenge 2019, in which the winner method (DCD ZJU) extended
the LoRRA model by using the BERT embedding instead of
GloVE, Pennington et al. (2014), and the Multi-modal Factor-
ized High-order (MFH) pooling proposed by Yu et al. (2018) in
both of the attention branches.

The main difference of the model proposed here with the
LoRRA and DCD ZJU models is that we use a single attention
branch, that attends jointly to visual and textual features. We
also use a different pointer mechanism that directly treats the
output weights of the attention module as the probability that
a certain cell contains the correct answer to a given question.
Notice that this is closer to the original formulation of Pointer
Networks Vinyals et al. (2015) since we directly use the pre-
dicted weights of the attention module as pointers, without any
extra dense layer as in Singh et al. (2019), but slightly different
in the sense that our input and output size is fixed by the size
of the features’ grid. On the other hand in our model we use
a one-stage object detector as a visual feature extractor instead
of the Faster-RCNN, Ren et al. (2015), used in LoRRA, which
implies faster training and inference times.

3. Method

Figure 2 illustrates the proposed model, it consists in four
different modules: image encoder (CNN), scene text encoder
(OCR + FastText), question encoder (LSTM + FastText), and
the answer prediction module. The CNN, OCR, and FastText
models are used with pre-trained weights and not updated dur-
ing training, while the question encoder and answer prediction
modules are trained from scratch.
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Fig. 2. Our scene text VQA model consists in four different modules: a visual feature extractor (CNN), a scene text feature extractor (OCR + FastText), a
question encoder (LSTM + FastText), and the answer prediction model.

3.1. Image encoder

One common component of all visual question answering
models is the use of a convolutional neural network as a vi-
sual feature extractor. While in the first VQA models it was
common to use a single flat vector as a global descriptor for the
input image, see Antol et al. (2015) and Kim et al. (2016), with
the advent of attention mechanisms grid based features became
ubiquitous, see e.g. in Kazemi and Elqursh (2017) and Yang
et al. (2016). However, today’s standard approach is to use re-
gion based convolutional features from a set of objects provided
by an object detection network as proposed in Anderson et al.
(2018). The rationale is that using objects as the semantic enti-
ties for reasoning helps for a better grounding of language.

In this paper we are interested in using grid features, because
our whole motivation depends on them. But contrary to previ-
ous models using grid features, we propose here to extract them
using a one-stage object detector, Redmon and Farhadi (2017),
instead of CNN models pretrained for classification. With this
we argue that it is possible to maintain a fair trade-off between
the use of objects’ representations for reasoning and the spatial
structure of the grid-based features.

Our visual feature extraction fCNN(I) is based on the architec-
ture of the YOLOv3 model by Redmon and Farhadi (2017) with
weights pre-trained on the MS-COCO dataset. The YOLOv3
model has a total of 65 successive 3 × 3 and 1 × 1 convolu-
tional layers and residual connections. We extract features from
the 61st layer, which produces a feature map with dimensions
38×38×512 that encode high-level object semantics. This con-
figures the features’ grid size in our model to be 38 × 38. The
size of the grid is chosen so that we can quantize the textual
information without loosing small words (see next section). A
38×38 grid size means each cell corresponds to a 16×16 patch
of the input image (with an 608×608 resolution), which means
the smallest possible bounding box of a text instance we expect
to find is 16 × 16.

3.2. Scene text encoder

The first step in our textual feature extractor fS T (I) is to ap-
ply an optical character recognition (OCR) model to the input
image in order to obtain a set of word bounding boxes and their
transcriptions T = {(b1, t1), (b2, t2), . . . , (bn, tn)} . Text extrac-
tion from scene images is still an open research area attracting a
lot of interest among the computer vision research community,
see e.g. Baek et al. (2019); Liu et al. (2018); Bušta et al. (2018).
In this work we have evaluated several publicly available state
of the art models as well as the commercial OCR solution of
Google1

As a standard practice in many applications of natural lan-
guage processing we embed the words extracted from the OCR
module into a semantic space by using a pretrained word em-
bedding model. In our case we make use of the FastText word
embedding by Bojanowski et al. (2017), because it allows us to
embed out of vocabulary (OOV) words. Notice that OOV words
are quite common in scene text VQA because of two reasons:
first, some question may refer to named entities or structured
textual information that is not present in closed vocabularies,
e.g. telephone numbers, e-mail addresses, website URLs, etc.;
second, the transcription outputs of the OCR may be partially
wrong, either because the scene text is almost illegible, partially
occluded or out of the frame.

We use the FastText pretrained model with 1 million 300d
word vectors, trained with subword information on Wikipedia
2017, UMBC webbase corpus and statmt.org news dataset.

With all word transcriptions in T embedded in the FastText
300d space we construct a 38 × 38 × 300 tensor by assigning
each of their bounding boxes to the cells in a 38 × 38 grid with
which they overlap as illustrated in Figure 3, so that the em-
bedding vectors maintain the same relative spatial positions as
the words in the original image. In order to overcome small

1https://cloud.google.com/vision/

https://cloud.google.com/vision/
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words being overlapped by larger words we do this assignment
in order, from larger words to smaller. The cells without any
textual information are set to zero value. Finally, we concate-
nate the outputs of the image encoder and the scene text en-
coder to obtain the multi-modal grid based features of the image
fm(I) = [ fCNN(I); fS T (I)] ∈ R38×38×812.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. Grid cell assignment of the OCR words’ bounding boxes. Given an
input image (a), the bounding boxes of the words extracted from the OCR
model (b) are assigned to their overlapping cells.

3.3. Question encoder

The question encoder is another common module in all VQA
models. Recurrent neural networks, either with LSTM or GRU
units, are the most common choice of state of the art models,
e.g. Yang et al. (2016) Kazemi and Elqursh (2017) Jiang et al.
(2018) Anderson et al. (2018) Singh et al. (2019), while the use
of CNN has also been explored as an alternative encoding in
Yang et al. (2016). In this work we use an LSTM encoder, with
the LSTM unit formulation of Gers et al. (2000).

Given a question Q with N words Q = {q1, q2, . . . , qN} we
first embed each word with the FastText word embedding func-
tion described in section 3.2, and then we feed each word em-
bedding vector into the LSTM. The final hidden layer of the
LSTM model is taken as the output of the question encoder:

fq(Q) = LS T M(q̃i, hi−1)∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N} (1)

where q̃i is the FastText embedding of word qi, and hi−1 is the
output of the LSTM for previous word – we omit the propaga-
tion of memory units to simplify the notation. Our LSTM has
two dense layers with 256 hidden units and two Dropout layers
with a 0.5 drop out rate. The output of the question embedding
function fq(Q) is a vector with 1024 dimensions.

3.4. Answer prediction

The main component of the answer prediction module is an
attention mechanism that attends to the spatial multi-modal fea-
tures fm(I) conditioned on the question embedding fq(Q).

Figure 4 illustrates the computation graph of our attention
mechanism fAtt. First the multimodal grid features fm(I) are
convolved by two 1 × 1 convolutional layers with 1024 and
512 kernels respectively, resulting in a 38 × 38 × 512 tensor,
the question encoded vector fq(Q) goes through a dense layer
with 512 output neurons and is tiled/broadcasted to a shape of
38 × 38 × 512. These two tensors (matt and qatt) are added and
activated with an hyperbolic tangent (tanh) activation. Finally,
the resulting tensor of this operation is convolved with a 1 × 1

convolutional layer with a sigmoid activation function to pro-
duce the output attention map patt with shape 38 × 38 × 1:

patt = fAtt([ fCNN(I); fS T (I)], fq(Q)) (2)

fm(I) fq(Q)

1 × 1 Conv

tanh

1 × 1 Conv

Dense

tanh

Tile

+

tanh

1 × 1 Conv

σ

patt

Fig. 4. Computation graph of our attention mechanism fAtt .

At this point we interpret the values in the output attention
map patt as the probability of each image cell to contain the
correct answer to the given question Q. Notice that by applying
a sigmoid activation function to the last convolution layer we
treat the probability for each cell as an individual binary classi-
fication problem. This is intentional as in most of the cases the
bounding box of the correct answer will cover more than one
cell. We train our model using the binary cross entropy loss
function:

E = −

38∑
i=1

38∑
j=1

[
gi, j log pi, j + (1 − gi, j) log(1 − pi, j)

]
(3)

where pi, j is the probability value of the cell on the ith row
and jth column on the output attention map patt, and gi, j is the
ground truth value for that cell: 1 if the cell contains the answer,
0 otherwise. At inference time, the predicted answer is the OCR
token assigned to the cell with maximum probability.

The attention mechanism described so far can be used within
several design variations such as the stacked attention of Yang
et al. (2016), or the question-image co-attention of Lu et al.
(2016) and Nam et al. (2017). In particular we have adopted
the stacked design in our model and empirically found an im-
provement over using a single attention layer (see the ablation
study in section 4.4 for the details). For this we stack two at-
tention layers, and in the first one we combine the weighted
average over the multimodal spatial features (using the output
probability map as weights) with the question embedding (by
addition), and this combination is fed to the second attention
layer as the question embedding.

Moreover, we notice that since our model is made fully
convolutional (including the image encoder) on all the visual
branch, we can perform inference at different input scales using
the same learnt weights.
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Q: How much is the rate
of one seasonal apple
fruit?
A: 50p

Q: What is the word on
the white sign?
A: sinclair

Q: What is the brand ad-
vertised on the back of
the bus?
A: tropicana

Q: What is the sugar
brand?
A: domino

Q: What is the destina-
tion of the bus ?
A: stockport

Fig. 5. Examples of questions from the ST-VQA tests and correctly predicted answers by our model.

4. Experiments

In this section we present a set of experiments performed on
the ST-VQA and TextVQA datasets. First, we briefly introduce
both datasets and their metrics. Second we present a compar-
ison of different OCR systems on the ST-VQA dataset. Then
we compare the performance of the proposed model with the
state of the art on both datasets, and present an ablation study
of the proposed model. Finally, we present an extension of the
ST-VQA dataset and analyze human performance on a subset
of its test set.

4.1. Datasets

The ST-VQA dataset comprises 23, 038 images and 31, 791
question/answer pairs. The images were collected from seven
different public data sets with the only requirement to contain at
least 2 text tokens, so there is always some inherent confusion.
The dataset is split into two sets with 19, 027 images / 26, 308
questions for training, and 2, 993 images / 4, 163 questions for
testing. The annotation process was carried out by human anno-
tators who received specific instructions to ask questions based
on the text present in each image, so that the answer to the ques-
tions should always be a token (or a set of tokens) of legible text
in the image.

The evaluation metric on the ST-VQA dataset is the average
normalized Levenshtein similarity (ANLS) that assigns a soft
score s to a given pair of predicted and ground-truth answers
(anspred and ansgt) based on their normalized Levenshtein edit
distance (dLN): s(anspred, ansgt) = 1 − dNL(anspred, ansgt).

The TextVQA dataset comprises a total of 28, 408 images
and 45, 336 questions. It is split into sets of 21, 953 images /

34, 602 questions for training, 3, 166 images / 5, 000 questions
for validation, and 3, 289 images / 5, 734 questions for test. All
images come from the OpenImages dataset, Kuznetsova et al.
(2020), and were sampled on a category basis, emphasizing

categories that are expected to contain text. In TextVQA any
question requiring reading the image text is allowed, includ-
ing questions for which the answer does not correspond explic-
itly to a legible text token (e.g. around 9% are binary (yes/no)
questions). Notice that distinct from ST-VQA answering those
questions implies the use of a fixed output vocabulary.

The evaluation metric on the TextVQA dataset is the VQAv2
accuracy: Acc(ans) = min( h(ans)

3 , 1) where h(3) counts the num-
ber of humans that answered ans among the 10 collected human
answers for each question. All accuracy values reported in this
section are expressed in percentage.

It is worth noting that in parallel to these two datasets Mishra
et al. (2019) presented the OCR-VQA dataset, with more than 1
million question-answer pairs about 207K images of book cov-
ers. However, we do not consider it in our experiments because
the task in OCR-VQA is different in nature to the one our model
is designed for, since more than 50% of the questions have an-
swers that are not scene text instances (including for example
40% binary (yes/no) questions and 10% questions about book
genres).

4.2. OCR performance analysis

Table 1 shows the answer recall of two different state of the
art scene text recognition models and of a commercial OCR
system. Answer recall is computed as the percentage of an-
swers in the ST-VQA train set that match with a text token
found by the OCR system. The ANLS upper-bound gives us
the maximum score we can achieve in this dataset with differ-
ent OCR systems.

For all experiments reported in this section on the ST-VQA
dataset we use the OCR tokens obtained with the Google OCR
API. For the experiments on the TextVQA dataset we use the
OCR tokens from the Rosetta OCR system, Borisyuk et al.
(2018), that are provided with the dataset to showcase compa-
rable results. At training time we discard image/question pairs
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Table 1. Answer recall and ANLS upper-bound for different off-the-shelf
OCR systems on the ST-VQA training set.

OCR
Answer
Recall

ANLS
Upper-bound

FOTS – Liu et al. (2018) 37.56 0.47
E2EML – Bušta et al. (2018) 41.37 0.52
Google OCR API 60.19 0.74

for which the answer is not in the OCR tokens’ set.

4.3. Performance comparison

Table 2 compares the performance of the proposed model
with the state of the art on the ST-VQA dataset. We appre-
ciate that our model clearly outperforms all previously pub-
lished methods both in ANLS and accuracy, improving more
than 10% ANLS compared to the ST-VQA competition mod-
els and 5% ANLS over LoRRA. It is important also to recall
here that our model is 5× faster than LoRRA at processing an
image, as a consequence of using YOLOv3 instead of Faster-
RCNN for feature extraction.

Table 2. ST-VQA performance comparison on the test set. Numbers
with † are from the official implementation of LoRRA trained on ST-VQA
using the same OCR tokens as in our model.

Method ANLS Acc.

SAAA Kazemi and Elqursh (2017) 0.087 6.66
SAN Yang et al. (2016) 0.102 7.78

SAN+STR Gómez et al. (2018) 0.136 10.34
QAQ - rep. from Biten et al. (2019a) 0.256 19.19
VTA - rep. from Biten et al. (2019a) 0.282 18.12
LoRRA Singh et al. (2019) 0.331† 21.28
Ours 0.381 26.06

Figure 5 shows qualitative examples of the produced atten-
tion masks and predicted answers for 5 image/question pairs
from the ST-VQA test set that are correctly answered by our
model. Among them we can see examples in which textual in-
formation alone would suffice to provide a correct answer, but
also cases where a joint interpretation of visual and textual cues
is needed. More qualitative examples are provided as supple-
mentary material of this paper.

Table 3 shows the performance comparison on the validation
set of TextVQA. In this case we also compare the accuracy in
the specific subset of questions for which the answer is among
OCR tokens (indicated as Acc.† in the table), to understand
how the presence of answers that do not correspond to scene
text instances in the image (e.g. “yes”/“no” answers) affect the
performance of our model. In this subset our model outper-
forms previous state of the art by a clear margin, while in the
whole validation set we observe the opposite. Notice that this
is expected because our model has no mechanism for provid-
ing valid answers to questions the answers of which are not in
the OCR tokens, while the LoRRA model can cope with these

questions by using a fixed vocabulary answer output space sim-
ilar to standard VQA models.

Table 3. TextVQA performance comparison on the validation set.
Acc.† refers to the subset of questions with answers among OCR tokens.

Method Acc.† Acc.

SAAA Kazemi and Elqursh (2017) 9.09 13.33

LoRRA Singh et al. (2019) 32.03 27.48
Ours 37.60 21.88
Ours + SAAA 37.60 26.07

In order to provide a fair comparison in the whole validation
set of TextVQA we have combined the predictions of our model
with the well known standard VQA model SAAA, Kazemi and
Elqursh (2017). In this experiment we have trained the SAAA
model on TextVQA with a fixed output space of the most com-
mon 3, 000 answers, and the results of entry Ours+SAAA in
Table 3 correspond to an ensemble model in which the the an-
swer is selected with a threshold-based decision. More specifi-
cally, the ensemble selects the SAAA answer if its classification
confidence is above a given threshold, otherwise it selects the
answer of our model. We use a threshold decision over the clas-
sification score of the SAAA model and not over ours because
we have experimentally found that the confidences of SAAA
are better indicators for whether a given question can be an-
swered or not without reading the scene text. The threshold
value used was set to 0.5 as in a binary classification problem.
We appreciate that this ensemble model achieves competitive
performance to the state of the art. While SAAA alone has a
marginal performance in TextVQA, the confidences of its pre-
dictions are good indicators for whether a given question can
be answered without reading the scene text. In such a scenario
a model like ours can be leveraged in a mixed dataset where
questions may or may not require answers from the OCR to-
kens’ set.

4.4. Ablation study and effect of different pre-trained models

In this section we perform ablation studies and analyze the
effect of different pre-trained models in our method’s perfor-
mance. Table 4 shows ablation experiments for different atten-
tion mechanisms in our model. FCN stands for a Fully Convo-
lutional Network in which three convolutional layers (with re-
spectively 512, 256, and 1 3 × 3 kernels, ReLU activations and
Batch Norm) are applied to the concatenation of features from
the YOLOv3 model, the grid of OCR tokens’ FastText embed-
ding vectors, and the (tiled) LSTM question embedding. This
model has no attention mechanism, but produces at its output a
38×38 grid as in our model and can be trained in the same way.
The FCN + Dual Att. model uses a dual attention mechanism
similar to the LoRRA model: one attention module attends the
YOLOv3 features conditioned to the question, and the other at-
tends to the grid of OCR tokens FastText vectors conditioned
to the question. The outputs of those two attention modules are
then concatenated and fed into a convolutional block (similar as
for the FCN model) to produce the 38×38 output. Finally, FCN
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+ Multi-modal Att. and FCN + Stack Multi-modal Att cor-
respond to the proposed model, with one and two multi-modal
attention layers respectively as explained in section 3.4. We
can point out that the dual attention mechanism is not helping
at all under this set-up, while our multi-modal attention layers
consistently improve the results of the FCN model.

Table 4. Ablation study using different attention mechanisms in our model.

Method ANLS

FCN 0.319
FCN + Dual Att. 0.279
FCN + Multi-modal Att. 0.355
FCN + Stack Multi-modal Att. 0.381

In Table 5 we study the effect of different pre-trained word
embedding models and CNN backbones in our method perfor-
mance.

Table 5. ST-VQA performance using different pre-trained word embed-
ding models and CNN backbones.

CNN Q. Emb. OCR Emb. ANLS

Inception v2 FastText FastText 0.319
ResNet-152 FastText FastText 0.332
YOLO v3 FastText FastText 0.381
YOLO v3 BERT FastText 0.327
YOLO v3 BERT BERT 0.310

We observe that the visual features of the YOLOv3 object de-
tection model yield superior performance when compared with
pre-trained features of two well known networks for image clas-
sification: InceptionV2, Szegedy et al. (2016), and ResNet-152,
He et al. (2016). Also in Table 5 we appreciate that the Fast-
Text pre-trained word embedding works better than the BERT
embedding for both the question and OCR tokens’ encoders.

4.5. ST-VQA extensions and human performance analysis

With this paper we are releasing an updated version of the
ST-VQA dataset that includes the OCR tokens used in all our
experiments. This way we make sure any methods using OCR
tokens and evaluating in this dataset can be fairly compared un-
der the same conditions. Moreover, in order to understand the
nature of the dataset better, we have conducted a study to an-
alyze human performance under different conditions. For this
we have asked human participants to answer a subset of 1, 000
questions from the test set given the following information:
• S1: we show the question and the image.
• S2: we show the question and the image but with all text

instances blurred (illegible).
• S3: we show the question and a list of words (OCR tokens),

no image is shown.
in all three cases participants had the option to mark the ques-
tions as “unanswerable”.

Table 2 shows the human performance in terms of ANLS and
accuracy in the three scenarios described above. We appreciate

that S1 is consistent with the human study reported in Singh
et al. (2019) in terms of accuracy. Their study shows a human
accuracy of 85.0 in TextVQA, but having collected 10 answers
per question their accuracy metric is a bit more flexible in ac-
cepting diverse correct answers. Moreover, we observe that S2
and S3 demonstrate that the textual cue is much more impor-
tant than the visual cue in ST-VQA. Another point to stress is
that humans are especially good at answering questions without
even seeing the image. This is because of the fact that humans
use a-priori knowledge of what a number is or what a licence
plate is, etc. As an example, an image for which the question is
“What is the price of ...” can be correctly answered by select-
ing a unique numerical OCR token since the price has to be a
number.

Table 6. Human performance on a subset of 1, 000 questions of the ST-
VQA test set under different conditions, depending whether visual (V) or
textual (T) information is given.

V T ANLS Acc.

S1 human performance 3 3 0.85 78.16
S2 human performance 3 7 0.21 18.81
S3 human performance 7 3 0.52 37.54

The complete results of this human study are provided as
supplementary material to this paper. Furthermore, we will in-
clude in the new version of the dataset the indices of the 1, 000
test questions used in this study, and the indexes of text ques-
tions for which their answer is among the provided OCR tokens,
so that interested researchers can analyze the performance of
their methods on those test subsets of special interest.

5. Conclusion

We have presented a new model for scene text visual question
answering that is based in an attention mechanism that attends
to multi-modal grid features, allowing it to reason jointly about
the textual and visual modalities in the scene.

The provided experiments and ablation study demonstrate
that attending on multi-modal features is better than attending
saparately to each modality. Our grid design choice also proves
to work very well for this task, as well as the choice of a one-
stage object detection backbone instead of a classification one.
Moreover, we have shown that the proposed model is flexible
enough to be combined with a standard VQA model obtaining
state of the art results on mixed datasets with questions that can
not be answered directly using OCR tokens.
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